The Altruism Challenge
for Economists

In times of crisis, familiar old wisecracks about economists like: ‘if you’re so smart why aren’t you rich’,
‘ask two economists for an opinion, you get three’ and ‘economists can tell you tomorrow why the things
they predicted yesterday didn’t happen today’ often go the rounds again, accompanied with feelings
of Schadenfreude, as the Germans say. Many have not forgotten the arrogance of the nineties when
there was a strong feeling of having things under control and the so-called new economics were finally
realizing a stable economic growth without recessions. Economists may have indeed developed more
and more sophisticated models; nevertheless, they somehow missed major shifts in economic reality.
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When economists are becoming aware of their unflattering
stereotypes, and even more so in times of economic crisis when
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these stereotypes are under attack, training in altruistic behavior
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